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Topic: Twist Of The Wrist CZ (video+book) Here is a link to download Twist Of The Wrist vol.2 in English. In the file there is video + subtitles and translated book. It's an unheeded .rar. Thank me you don't have to I'm not the creator. I just put together what's already been posted here in the forum. I recommend to all
bikers. Even though I've been driving since I was 15, I've been clear about a few things. Save it (1.14GB): DOWNLOAD LINK Last edited July 4, 2011 00:11:44 4.7.2011 at 07:40 | Top | #1 Super and the book itself can not be found in Czech? 'Cause I already have a video with subtitles and all I need is that book (I've got
it in American) I know people are still dissatisfied with 4.7.2011 at 09:11 | Top | #2 4.7.2011 at 09:36 | Top | #3 either I tail or I just didn't understand the opposite direction as they meant July 4, 2011 at 10:00 | Top | #4 thanks a lot July 4, 2011 at 10:14 | Top | #5 4.7.2011 at 10:34 | Top | #6 Vendous&gt; Thanks dareckov:
Noumál no If you want to lower to the right, you put a pulse in the crossbars as if to turn left and she starts tipping to the other side (right), I also did not believe it Last edited 04.07.2011 10:37:08 4.7.2011 at 10:40 | Top | #7 Dareckov writes: 'I'm either a tail or I just didn't understand the opposite direction as they meant
I'm not getting my head around it either. I didn't get it from the video either??? Vo what go??? It's like that light impulse just before folding??? Last edited July 4, 2011 10:43:54 AM 4.7.2011 at 11:36 AM | Top | #8 Dr. Drako&gt; Give it a try. When you go straight, lean more on your right hand. The handlebars turn left and
the bike goes where? Well, right. In the right turn, you push the right turn, so the bike swerves to the left, but the bike starts to lie down more on the right side and tightens the turn. But it's just the impulse, the nudge, not the tricycle. 4.7.2011 at 11:46 | Top | #9, i've had a few times in my bow to get a little bit of a stick in
the direction of opacnym .. and I thought I should catch it.. so it's actually right? :D 4.7.2011 at 12:03 | Top | #10 Dr. Drako writes: It's like that light impulse just before folding??? YES, in the drive, the tlacis contra, then you go with the calf... or if you just klickujes (cistis + zahrivas gum ala F1), pouivas contra, not even
about it nevis.... 4.7.2011 at 12:05 | Top | #11 Dr. Drako&gt; Me still surprises how someone can ride a motorcycle and not know about it. I can melt as fast as I can. And it only goes to help counter-steering. So is the manetra. I'm going to take it from me first time on the moto. Akorat in the car wreck took me in it Komisar
last edited 04.07.2011 12:06:05 4.7.2011 at 12:32 | Top | #12 it's such an automatic element that you don't even realize it. 4.7.2011 at 14:18 | Top | #13 jn... it's a strasne dirty word it theoretically shit fak i don't have advice. everyone does it automatically. Just how his stumps grew and they didn't get over it... 4.7.2011 at
17:35 | Top | #14 Dr. Drako writes, I'm not really into it either. I didn't get it from the video either??? Vo what go??? It's like that light impulse just before folding??? I don't know, but i don't know this automatically,but you don't want to go where you want to go, but always when you go left, turn right. It is not opposed to this
and you will not know about it on 4.7.2011 at 18:04 | Top | #15 it really is, I just don't realize it because I do it subconsciously. I went out of my way today and focused more on it, and well, that's right. I guess the theory was too long for me. It's a fact that driving schools don't discuss this. The kid did the papers in the
spring, and my dear half is making them now, everyone in different driving school, and neither of them know about it. It's best reflected in direct driving, when you just have to push a little and the contra works. 5.7.2011 at 11:09 | Top | #16 I see how many bikers there are here who have no idea how to turn 5.7.2011 at
11:23 | Top | #17's exactly how we all do contra control... and subconsciously automatically... When I was in motochool in Cologne, they taught us contra... The funny part was, when people were driving before and they were supposed to avoid the cone, they avoided it just fine... Then when they were snorting something
about the contra and everyone was focused on it to avoid the cone, they suddenly couldn't do it. It's all since he was a kid learned there's nothing to teach... 5.7.2011 at 11:33 | Top | #18 Bachi&gt; jj I also think that every zasity from the wheel, in that film I was very interested in the instincts of self-preservation, traces in
the back and also betrayed with intermediate :) It's a hell of a thing, and those little boys didn't have a :D 5.7.2011 at 11:46 | Top | #19 Vasil.D writes: Bachi&gt; jj I also think that contra ma every zazity from the wheel, in that film I was very interested in the instincts of self-preservation, traces in the back and also betrayed
with intermediate :) It's a hell of a thing, and those little boys didn't have a :D yes, those nerds were really good. yes, I guess I was badly born... I'd like to have as much youth as you little ones. 5.7.2011 at 12:00 | Top | #20 Bachi&gt; they say: they don't go to school or what? :D And the mother is driving around the circuit,
showing when to add... I'd like to have a good :D 5.7.2011 at 12:20 | Top | #21 Bachi writes: yeah those nerds were really good.. yes, I guess I was badly born... I'd like to have as much youth as you little ones. hmmm that little sikovnej little guy was, Peter Lenz, I think he might have been good someday,unfortunately
Peter was not among us on July 5, 2011 at 1:23 pm | Top | #22 michaelzx636&gt; that's skoda, and the other one? nevis how do I standing? :) 5.7.2011 at 13:43 | Top | #23 I do this automatically, without anyone telling me, I don't know what's special Thanks for btw: Is there any other way to turn? 5.7.2011 at 13:45 | Top
| #24 . Last edited July 5, 2011 1:46:24 PM 5.7.2011 at 16:49 | Top | #25 dareckov writes: Well I do this automatically, without anyone telling me, so I do not know what is extra Thanks for the explanation btw: It is somehow possible to turn? except by shed 5.7.2011 at 16:50 | Top | #26 Vasil.D writes: MichaelaZX636&gt;

that's skoda, and the other one ? nevis how do I standing? :) the other one I do not know but Peter died at the age of 13 on the circuit during the floods on July 5, 2011 at 18:51 | Top | #27 michaelzx636&gt; so I didn't even know, otherwise to turn... everyone does it subconsciously, but it's good to know about it, because
purposefully avoid something quickly or not go 5.7.2011 at 18:55 | Top | #28 Dr. Drako writes, I'm not really into it either. I didn't get it from the video either??? Vo what go??? It's like that light impulse just before folding??? it just look at the flat tracks as they have a driver, right? 5.7.2011 at 22:43 | Top | #29 Thanks, quite
interesting. 6.7.2011 at 09:14 | Top | #30 I have to say that, as a beginner, knowing that there was a contra-steering helped me at least in that I was turning with far less effort than when I was more involved in just the body, and i am now doing a hundred times better avoiding the channels (but also when I saw it for the
first time i couldn't believe it until I tried it because I don't realize this turning at all :)) Page 2Theme: Twist Of The Wrist CZ (video+book) Here is a link to download Twist Of The Wrist vol.2 in English. In the file there is video + subtitles and translated book. It's an unheeded .rar. Thank me you don't have to I'm not the
creator. I just put together what's already been posted here in the forum. I recommend to all bikers. Even though I've been driving since I was 15, I've been clear about a few things. Save it (1.14GB): DOWNLOAD LINK Last edited July 4, 2011 00:11:44 7.7.2011 at 14:42 | Top | #31 Fojta1&gt; which is about not seeing it
on your bike as a moto, yesterday I tried the bike and today the bike. To turn right(gentle pushing to the left), I had to just quite slowly, so you can not use it so much on the bike;) 7.7.2011 at 16:10 | Top | #32's just like rally riders throw it in front of a stopper than it does perpendicular to it or not???? 7.7.2011 at 20:29 |
Top | #33 Fojta1 writes: I have to say that as a beginner conscious finding out that there is a contra-steering, it helped at least that I was turning with much less effort than when I was more involved only in the body, and i am now doing a hundred times better avoiding the channels (but also when I saw it for the first time
taxem could not believe it until I tried it, because from the wheel I do not realize this turning at all :) ) There's no other way to ride a bike. so when very slow jiz here. 7.7.2011 at 23:39 | Top | #34 Kontra is used only at higher speeds, when riding slowly between cones you ride like a bike... You pull the drive, that's where
you're going. It's just the gyroscopic forces on your front wheel. Take a bike with a stick in your hand, get it by the wasp, spin it and then try to move it, you'll be surprised that it does something different than you want Probably somehow, if you do not resist the attitude on the ground ..... Last edited July 7, 2011 11:40:39
PM 8.7.2011 at 00:37 | Top | #35 JollyJoker&gt; well, the bike is turned into the direction of the tationni, but at these speeds the tilt and tim and direction are ridi kontrem. Just simply change with the radius with the static position of the wheel tinged into the direction of rotation, because logically both wheels have to follow
the radiustaceni with some sheer coal, really without using the contra goes at the next step. But humanly, the brain is so intelligent that between these two styles, it's automatically the right combination between these two styles, and so a small man realizes it as a self-driving car, unless he's really bad at it. .... Even
though I'm a dick in that picture, so it is possible to see the wheel (otocka 270° around the kuzele), but it is never a question mark of one form of movement, but interplay, so agreeing rizenim would mean akorat pad and podvedome each carries the balance of weight, zatlacika, prida gas to maintain the balance of forces
.... the plane is also in need of only a serro or kridylkama, but the right zatacka is just a combination of both wheelhouses.... same is the same with the bike and sam i have a lot to learn Last edited 08.07.2011 02:03:03 8.7.2011 at 07:00 | Top | #36 Thanks, super link July 8, 2011 at 11:49 am | Top | #37 Jindra650&gt;
super photo poles have slogan gymkhana, fun for everyone July 8, 2011 at 12:02 | Top | #38 JollyJoker&gt; What is on the video can be tried in the games room, on the last floor of the Technical Museum in Brno. 8.7.2011 at 13:37 | Top | #39 Dr. Drako writes, I'm not really into it either. I didn't get it from the video
either??? Vo what go??? It's like that light impulse just before folding??? by pushing it to you folds, you do it, you just don't know about it July 11, 2011 at 9:52 pm | Top | #40, when there's a little time, I'll download it. 14.7.2011 at 14:50 | Top | #41 mark 16.7.2011 at 18:20 | Top | #42 Hey, on page -15, it says: Most riders
don't understand the simpler reality: the more they add to the throttle, the less the rear suspension reacts, and the more the rear of the machine tries to lift. Most riders believe that when accelerating, the rear of the motorcycle decreases. It's not true. That is what I believe, and I consider this simple fact to be utter
stupidity. Of course, when accelerating, the front wheel will be lifted and the rear therefore decrease, due to the transfer of more weight. It goes on to say: (to see for yourself, lean the front wheel of your motorcycle against the wall, slowly release the clutch at the included speed. Which, as an example, seems completely
out of the way. The front wheel will be reacting to the strength of the wall. Last edited July 16, 2011 6:22:01 PM 16.7.2011 at 18:30 | Top | #43 rulzmaker&gt; I also verim it from the ass with the pridani own stroke and then tends to slip. And when the gas goes off in the stop, the whole bike drops. 16.7.2011 at 18:58 | Top
| #44 SVSkritek&gt; Of course, with rapid acceleration, adhesion is more likely to be lost. But why should the ass be lifted when accelerating, I don't understand. Ad2) if I click the throttle, the weight is transferred to the front wheel and therefore the ass goes up and down the front, and it doesn't matter if the turn or
straight... Can someone explain this logically to me? Last edited July 16, 2011 7:00:26 PM 16.7.2011 at 19:10 | Top | #45 of course it's a. It's like when the Hornet says that the rear wheel doesn't get really bad in the corner, because the rear wheel builds the bike and the front doesn't. 16.7.2011 at 19:34 | Top | #46
Jurawood&gt; ... I'll take the book with a margin of July 16, 2011 at 7:43 pm | Top | #47 rulzmaker writes: SVSkritek&gt; So with rapid acceleration, of course, it is more likely that adhesion will be lost. But why should the ass be lifted when accelerating, I don't understand. Ad2) if I click the throttle, the weight is transferred
to the front wheel and therefore the ass goes up and down the front, and it doesn't matter if the turn or straight... Can someone explain this logically to me? That doesn't mean it's not. I can logically explain it to you. How are you doing with kinematic geometic? 16.7.2011 at 20:08 | Top | #48 Dawe02&gt; Hey, I'm watching
the video (22 minutes+) right now, and it's clearly visible, so obviously it's going to be... Really weird... You can try. 16.7.2011 at 20:47 | Top | #49 I suppose that obsirne-emulited kinematics would not be met with understanding, I will try only one painting. Znazornene silove pusobeni is for the classic geometry of a sporty
motorbike after most of the time dominating than silove ly due to the change of the thesiste. 16.7.2011 at 22:01 | Top | #50 Dawe02&gt; Thanks I just watched the video and it's like you say... I could not get my head 19.7.2011 at 14:02 | Top | #51 it's clear, the bike rises in front of the bike and it's actually lifted by the rear
wheel, which lifts the whole massif.... that's why we have so many tires, i.e. most of them than the ones before, and that's why they're so long in the back.... to carry the brutal force. If she was 120 in the back and she was in the front, it would be cool, that would still be :D 19.7.2011 at 15:47 | Top | #52 Scratch writes:
always it's when you add the bike rises, the front of the bike and it is actually lifted by the rear wheel, which lifts the whole massif.... I didn't get this, then!? 19.7.2011 at 16:06 | Top | #53 the pridas, the bike actually lifts up, the back of the bike beats it over its :) 22.7.2011 at 08:51 | Top | #54 Rulzmaker writes: 'Look at
page -15' it says: Most riders don't understand the simpler reality: the more they add to the throttle, the less the rear suspension reacts and the more the rear of the machine tries to lift. Most riders believe that when accelerating, the rear of the motorcycle decreases. It's not true. That is what I believe, and I consider this
simple fact to be utter stupidity. Of course, when accelerating, the front wheel will be lifted and the rear suspension will therefore decrease, due to the weight transfer. It goes on to say: (to see for yourself, lean the front wheel of your motorcycle against the wall, slowly release the clutch at the included speed. Which, as an
example, seems completely out of the way. The front wheel will be reacting to the strength of the wall. I think it's going to be like they say, it's very noticeable when accelerating to moto with gimbal. Last edited July 22, 2011 08:53:38 08:53:38
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